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Editorial
by Ronald Shapiro
The fast approaching Bicentennial
celebration prompts in each of us
thoughts of our founding fathers and of
the battles they fought to implement the
principles they set down in the Declaration of Independence and the constitution. Sixty-second historical commercials on television, political oratory,
parades and \ireworks, and, in some instances, a reriewed interest in the political and philosophical foundations of our
War for Independence, have all stimulated these historical images. Yet our
celebration proceeds against a backdrop
of exposes of CIA violations of individual
liberties and of Presidential criminality
and abuses of power. The question we
must ask, therefore, is whether or not we
understand where we have come as a
nation and a people during these two
hundred years. Has the Constitution, in
the words of Chief Justice John Marshall, proved to be capable of "endur(ing) for ages to come?" What truths
do we hold to be self-evident today?
A disturbing initial response to these
questions lies in the alarming disclosure
that a large number of Americans do not
even recognize the most prominent
phrases from the Declaration of Independence. Some two thousand, three
hundred federal government employees
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were recently polled to see whether they
would endorse the following statement:
"We hold these truths to be selfevident. .. that all men are created
equal. .. " Those are the first words of the
Declaration of Independence. Nonetheless, over two thirds of those questioned
declined to declare themselves in agreement with Thomas Jefferson's stirring
language. Nearly one-half of the respondents did not even realize that they
were reading a portion of the Declaration of Independence; rather, some
viewed the words as "trash," "commie
stuff," "a radical statement," or a percept from the "Communist Manifesto."
Several years ago CBS asked its audience to endorse certain portions of the
Bill of Rights. That television poll produced a public response strikingly similar to that of the government employees:
either no recognition or a negative opinion of our basic freedoms.
In the light of these disturbing public
reactions to the cornerstones of our nation's democracy, it is vital that we pause
to reacquaint ourselves with our constitutional verses before attempting to
light the first candle on July 4, 1976.
What follows is not another poll, but a
brief constitutional true false quize. (See
page 48.)
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Editor:
I am a June 1975 graduate of the Law
School, and considered myself very fortunate when I obtained the job I had
gone to law school to obtain: as an attorney with the Legal Aid Bureau. Consequently, I was dismayed and resentful
when a Dean of the Law School, upon
being told the news, became visibly
angry and stated that I could do better
than that.
I am aware of the bias of many members of the Bar against Legal Aid, and the
standard jokes about Legal Aid attorneys and Public Defenders not being
"real lawyers," and I am relatively unaffected by this. But I am distressed about
such an attitude on the part of the administration of the University of Baltimore School of Law.
The Dean's comment reinforced my
experience while at the law school: the
faculty and curriculum are woefully lacking in their commitment to, and encouragement of, public interest law, legal
services for the poor or disadvantaged,
pro bono services, and all the rest of
those "low status" aspects of the practice of law.
With rare exceptions, I received no instruction or guidance while at the University of Baltimore in these directions.
Even the course in professional responsibility did not deal with these areas and
the responsibilities of practicing attorneys toward those who cannot afford
legal services. Where is the school's
sense of public responsibility?
As I entered law school, I was pleased
to note in the catalog at least a few
courses such as Juvenile Law, Law and

Social Reform, and Consumer Protection. Yet Juvenile law was never taught
during the time I was in school. Criminal
Justice Administration, Environmental
Law, and Women and Law have been
added, but offered only at night. The
curriculum is based on business and
corporate law, and the making and preserving of money, rather than on serving
the needs of society and the public. The
school is not committed to fostering an
awareness of these responsibilities in its
students. There are no clinics where a
student can learn, under the direction of
an attorney, how to serve juveniles, the
elderly, prisoners, mental patients, the
poor, etc. The administration will
counter by saying there are internships;
but a student must seek these out on her
or his own, without encouragement, and
is restricted to a few hours of credit for
such work.
At the University of Maryland, for
example, a student will be able to earn
up to twelve hours of credit working in
the Juvenile Justice Clinic; or can work
in the clinic organized with Piper and
Marbury to serve poor people, or in the
Developmentally Disabled Clinic; or can
take electives such as Consumer Protection, Social Welfare, Family Law, or
Correctional Law.
Where is the commitment of the UniversitY of Baltimore School of Law to
areas of social concern, to improving
society and the ethical outlook of
members of the Bar? I find the lack of
commitment shameful.
Carolyn Rodis Boyd

an Inside Look
by Thomas W. Keech

(Reprinted, with the author's permission, from Legal Aid Bureau's Vox
PopUli, their intra-office newsletter.)
On January 13, 1976, Chris Brown,
former Chief Attorney of the Administrative Law Unit, argued Norton v. Weinberger before the Supreme Court. The
suit challenged the constitutionality of
the restrictions which the Social Security
Administration places on an illegitimate
child's claim for survivor's benefits on his
parent's account.
Dressed in a simply cut, dark suit (defying fashion dicta about the Eurolook)

and a white shirt evidently acquired
since he passed on from Legal Aid to the
esoteric circles of the Maryland Law
School, Chris was dazzling in the flame
red semi-bouffant coiffure he made so
fashionable during his stay here. His opponent, Mr. Keith Jones, appeared very
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LITIGATION, n. A machine which you go into as a pig and
come out as a Sausage .
LITIGANT, n. A person about to give up his skin for the hope
of retaining his bones.
Ambrose Bierce
The Devil's Dictionary
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